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Work with me

Lintex develops and produces a flexible visual communication and screen system for offices,  

educational institutions and public areas.

All Lintex products are developed with the professional user’s needs and requirements in mind.  

Functionality is therefore at the very core of our products, which aim to inspire effective  

communication and human interaction.

In collaboration with established and renowned designers, we incorporate intelligent design and  

materials to ensure that all Lintex products reflect the highest quality and simple, timeless aesthetics.

Our functional design is rooted in the philosophy that clear, simple solutions promote an intuitive  

understanding of function, inviting use while generating maximum value for users on a daily basis.

One of the key features of our products is their ability to integrate with other products:

Whether it is a mobile screen or glass board that can be moved as needed, or a whiteboard,  

magnetic board or bulletin board for sharing thoughts and ideas.

All Lintex products are designed to inspire use and interaction: Look at me, move me, write on me...  

– Work with me!

Just like this inspirational brochure.
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Simplicity works

M4 Cabinet

M2 Floor Screen
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M System
The series epitomises The Lintex philosophy: simple, clear solutions that 

unite functionality and timeless design.

The combination of perfect finish, flexibility, inspiring colours and choice 

of materials in the M System gives you the freedom to create an elegant, 

customised office environment where unparalleled aesthetics go hand in 

hand with practical functionality.

Mood glass board

M Box

M5 Conference

M2 Table Screen
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M1 Wall
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M1 Wall is a series of flexible notice boards in horizontal or vertical  

format. The boards can be mounted together or separately, with the  

option of combining materials such as whiteboard, cork and fabric in  

a wide range of colours.

We also supply an effective noise-reducing acoustic version.

M1 Wall
Black aluminium frame
Cork and fabric
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M2 Screen is available in two variants: Floor and Table, both in whiteboard and fabric and with 

noise-reducing function.

The Floor screen comes in three standard sizes and can be integrated into the interior design  

solution either as a stand alone fixture, against a wall or next to other furniture.

The Table screen comes in two standard sizes.

M2 Table Screen
Aluminium frame
Fabric
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M2 Table Screen

M2 Floor Screen
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M3 Mobile is a combined blackboard and  

magnetic board with or without castors that 

comes in two variants: glass or whiteboard  

with black or aluminium frame.

M3 Mobile Glass

M3 Mobile
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The M4 Cabinet is a mobile storage unit with shelves on both sides that can also act as screens. 

With its unique combination of mobility and communication via the writing and glass magnetic 

boards, the M4 Cabinet challenges traditional layout thinking.

The screen sides are also available in a wide range of colours.

M4 Cabinet
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M3 Mobile block 
holder
Black aluminium – also 
available in aluminium
(See M3 Mobile on 
page 11)

M3 Mobile Glass 
block holder
Polished aluminium
(See M3 Mobile Glass on 
page 11)

M3 Mobile Glass
Elegant securing of the 
glass
(See M3 Mobile Glass on 
page 11)

M4 Cabinet
Magnet board in glass
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M5 Conference

M Box
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M5 Conference
Cabinet in black alu-
minium

M5 Conference
With flat screen

M5 Conference
Cabinet in polished 
aluminium

M Box
Magnetic glass front
Gas-sprung front

M5 Conference is an elegant and flexible communication solution for the conference room.  

The glass sliding doors also double as writing and magnetic boards that come in a wide range of 

colours. The mid-section acts as a combined writing and projection board – or can be supplied  

ready to house an integrated flat screen.

With its magnetic glass front in matching colours, the M Box is a practical storage solution for 

accessories.
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Spread the word
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Mood
With its 24 fantastic standard colours and nine square and rectangular formats, the Mood series constantly invites use. The 

simple, minimalist design of the magnetic glass writing boards mean that they can stand alone or be combined with other 

sizes and colours. The series offers endless possibilities for variation and provides the perfect backdrop for increased internal 

communication, greater overview and a dynamic office environment. Mood can also be supplied in the colours of your choice.

Mood glass board
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The frameless, 

bevelled edges of 

the Air series give 

the visual impression 

of a floating board, 

allowing you to mount 

the boards next to 

each other to create 

an entire writing wall.

Share your thoughts

M Box Air Whiteboard
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Air and Deep noticeboards
These two series of aesthetically pleasing whiteboards and noticeboards create the perfect  

environment for cooperation and visualising thoughts and ideas in all sizes of organisation.

Minimalism is a common feature of both M Box series, as are the hidden mountings, numerous  

sizes and combination options.

Air Whiteboard
Lacquered, bevelled 
edge
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Bulletin Board Air
Bevelled edge

Bulletin Board Air – a noticeboard with a bulletin board surface that comes in a wide range of sizes 

and colours.
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Bulletin Board Air
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Deep Whiteboard

M Box
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Deep Whiteboard features an exclusive aluminium frame with a discreet, minimalist appearance 

viewed from the front and impressive depth viewed from the side.

Deep Whiteboard
Mitred corners

31 mm deep

M Box
Storing accessories

Many colours to choose 
from Gas-sprung front
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Defining spaces

Edge Table Screen

Edge Floor Screen
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Edge and Mood screens
Lintex’s two screen series offer ultimate flexibility to create customised workplaces in all sizes of 

room. Both the Edge and Mood series divide and define the room physically and visually, enabling 

staff to design functional and aesthetically pleasing office environments.

The Edge series also offers a noise-reducing acoustic function.

Edge Wall

Edge Table Screen
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Arc base
Polished aluminium

(See Edge Screen Floor 
on side 24)

Arc base
Black aluminium

(See Edge Screen Floor 
on page 24)

Blade base
Polished aluminium
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Mood Floor Screen – an elegant minimalist screen that comes in a wide 

range of colours. The screen is made of optic glass, the only type of glass 

that allows a natural and true reproduction of white and pastel colours.

Mood Floor Screen
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Mood Table Screen Mood Floor Screen
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Mood Floor Screen
Feet in black aluminium

Mood Table Screen
Mountings in black 
aluminium

Mood Table Screen
Magnetic writing board

Mood Screen in 5 mm thick optic glass for floor and table is an elegant 

screen solution that also doubles as a magnetic and writing board.  

The glass comes in a choice of 24 colours. Feet and mountings are  

available in black and polished aluminium.
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Materials and colours

At Lintex, the manufacturing process involves an intensive preproduction phase in which the finest 

materials are selected and tests are carried out to simulate prolonged use.

We incorporate recycling and consideration for the environment into the development process. 

Rather than seeing our environmental and social responsibility as a mandatory requirement, we 

view it as an integral part of the design process that adds extra value to our products – enabling 

production, use, recycling and consideration for the environmental to form a higher synthesis.

Lintex has chosen only to use optic glass in its glass board series. Optic glass, also known as  

diamond glass, has a low iron oxide content. This ensures that the colour of the glass is reproduced 

with an intense glow and in the highest quality. Optic glass is the only glass that allows a natural 

and true reproduction of white and pastel colours. 

We use a glass E3 enamel on our whiteboard surfaces; an environmentally friendly ceramic surface. 

E3 is free of environmentally hazardous heavy metals and can be recycled. The surface is impact and 

scratch-resistant and we provide a 30-year warranty in connection with standard use and maintenance.

Both Lintex glass products and fabric products come in a variety of standard colours, but should 

customers desire a particular colour to match an item of furniture, logo etc., all our products are 
customisable.

Every order is carefully processed to create a unique solution that combines the customer’s  

requirements with technical details and the special aesthetics that characterise Lintex’s products.

Lintex is always happy to supply further information. Please find our contact details on the back cover.
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Lintex AB
Madesjövägen 17
38245 Nybro
Sweden
Tel +46 481 645 30
info@lintex.se
www.lintex.se

Showroom: 
Rosenlundsgatan 40 
11853 Stockholm

Maskingatan 5 
417 64 Gothenburg

Osnes AS
Bergermoen Industrifelt
3520 Jevnaker
Norway
Tel +47 613 14 999
firmapost@osnes.no
www.osnes.no

Showroom: 
Stålfjæra 9 
0975 Oslo

Lintex A/S
Mandal Allé 3
5500 Middelfart
Denmark
Tel +45 7022 1517
info@lintex.as
www.lintex.as

Showroom: 
Carl Jacobsen Vej 16 
2500 Valby, Copenhagen

Lintex Oy
Kalkkitie 2
24280 Salo
Finland
Tel +358 (0)2 727 1220
info@lintex.fi
www.lintex.fi

Showroom: 
Vuorimiehenkatu 2 
00140 Helsinki
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